Vision Gymnastics Opening Procedures
Yellow Precautionary Level
(Updated July 17, 2020)
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Temperature checks before entering building. No one allowed with temperature over 100.4
Must stay home if they or anyone in household showing any symptoms
Must stay home if they or anyone in household has traveled to known hotspot
Must wash or sanitize hands between each class
Limited spotting will be allowed with coach discretion
Staff will follow social distancing guidelines and will be required to help students follow proper guidelines
while at our facility











One parent allowed in the building for students younger than 5 years old. NO SIBLINGS!
Students are strongly encouraged to use carpool for drop off and pick up
Masks are required while in the building
Spectators over age 60 or those with underlying health issues are discouraged from entering
Social distancing enforced during spectating
Must wash or sanitize hands upon entering
Temperature checks before entering building, no one allowed with temperature over 100.4
If anyone in student’s household is showing symptoms, they cannot enter
If anyone in student’s household has traveled to known “hotspot” they cannot attend for 14 days

Temperature checks before entering building, no one allowed with temperature over 100.4
No students with symptoms allowed
Students must wash or sanitize hands upon entering, between each rotation and at the end of class
Students must bring a bag to keep their belongings in instead of putting loose personal belongings in
cubbies
 Students must bring a water bottle labeled with their name, refill station open but fountains closed
 Preteam & Team students must bring their own container with chalk (chalk will be provided by gym)














Limited class movement between zones
All zones cleaned between each group
All students must wash or sanitize hands before entering or leaving a zone
Class curriculum altered to limit partner activities and increase independent stations
Class length moderate or full length
Limited shared use of equipment with disinfecting in between uses
Limited hands on spotting only as necessary
Limited physical contact such has high fives, hugs and fist bumps






High touch surfaces throughout the facility will be disinfected twice per day
Complete disinfection of bathrooms 3x per day
Active equipment will be disinfected at the end of each day
Water fountains will be closed with the exception of the ater bottle filling stations will remain accessible
along with disposable cups
Foam pits will be closed
An entrance and exit pathway will be marked utilizing arrows and a divider in the front lobby
ProShop open by appointment only
Administrative and billing must be done by phone or email as office is closed to visitors
Signage will be posted throughout the facility to remind staff and clients about the necessary safety and
personal protection protocol
Building capacity reduced to 50-75%








